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This dissertation is to research on the topic of literature language of the 
representative novel works by Ding Ling. The emphasis is, from the bottom of 
the language, with the methods of literature linguistics, to research on the 
representative works of Ding Ling on different levels and from different 
perspectives, and to deeply discuss the meaning and value. 
This dissertation consists of nine chapters and three parts. The first part is 
an outline of the Ding Ling's novels in terms of literature language, which, on the 
basis of the introduction to the current status of the research on Ding Ling’s 
Novels and its problems, to present the cause and target of the author’s research, 
and to present the author’s understanding on the concept of literature language, 
and the nature of language, and grammar characters and functions, to review the 
development of Ding Ling’s language view, and to hold its theory structures and 
deep understandings. The second and third parts are the focus of this dissertation. 
The second part is , from the aspects of causes and methods of the creation，to 
discuss the modes of creation of the representative novel works by Ding Ling. 
The third part is, from the aspects of the phenomenon of literary language 
differentiation, the borrow alteration and creation of words, arts of match, the 
“Full-Meaning Sentence” and western style grammar to analyze the styles of 
representation of Ding Ling’s representative novel works. 
The significance of this dissertation is, from the Point of View of Literary 
Language and the aspect of Literature Linguistics, to research the representative 














of the research on her. The pioneer nature is quite obvious. From the bottom of 
the language, mainly in the ways of Literatures research, and also in the ways 
and theories of Literary Criticism, Literature and Art Studies, and Culture 
Criticism, connect the innovation of ideas and the facility and objectivity of 
argumentation. This is another significance of this dissertation. 
Through research, the author thought Ding Ling is has the certain literary 
language aware consciousness writer, her novel literary language production 
mechanism should say is this kind of aware consciousness reflection. Speaking 
of literary language performance shape aspect the plentiful and the distinctive 
quality, Ding Ling's novel representative works also have the academic value 
which is worth studying extremely. 
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